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Abstract 
 
The genome of all retrovirus consists of two copies of genomic RNA which are noncovalently linked near their 5' end. A sequence localized 
immediately upstream from the splice donor site inside the HIY-1 Ψ-RNA region was identified as the domain responsible for the dimerization 
initiation. It was shown that a kissing complex and a stable dimer are both involved in the HIV-lLai RNA dimerization process in vitro. The NCp7 
protein activates the dimerization by converting a transient loop-loop complex into a more stable dimer. The structure of this transitory loop-loop 
complex was recently elucidated by Mujeeb et al. In work presented here, we use NMR spectroscopy to determine the stable extended dimer 
structure formed from a 23 nucleotides RNA fragment, part of the 35 nucleotides SLI sequence. By heating to 90°C, then slowly cooling this 
sequence, we were able to show that an extended dimer is formed. We present evidence for the three dimensional structure of this dimer. NMR data 
yields evidence for a zipper like motif A8A9.A16 existence. This motif enables the surrounding bases to be positioned more closely and permit the 
G7 and C17 bases to be paired. This is different to other related sequences where only the kissing complex is observed, we suggest that the zipper 
like motif AA.A could be an important stabilization factor of the extended duplex. 
 
Introduction 
 
Among all virus families, retroviruses are unique in having a diploid 
genome (1). Two copies of retroviral genomic RNA are joined within 
their 5' leader, at a 100 base long region called the dimer linkage 
structure (DLS), in order to form a noncovalent dimer as shown from 
the visualization of dimer structures by electron microscopy (2-5). 
The dimeric form of RNA has been proposed as being involved in 
recombination and reverse transcription (6-11), GAG gene 
translation (12) and selective encapsidation of the genome in the 
viral particles (13-15). Even if the actual significance of such an 
arrangement is not absolutely clear, experiments have demonstrated 
that the dimeric structure is a determinant of the infection ability of 
the retrovirus (16-18). Extensive in vitro experiments showed that in 
vitro generated RNA fragments corresponding to the 5' end of the 
retroviral genome of HIV-1 (19-21), MoMuLV (22) or ASLV (23) can 
efficiently dimerize. Such experiments contributed to the knowledge 
of the nature of the dimer linkage structure. A sequence localized 
immediately upstream of the splice donor site (SD) inside the HIV-1 
\f-RNA region has been identified as the domain responsible for the 
dimerization initiation (16, 19, 20, 24). This 35 base long sequence, 
called SLI, is highly conserved and can adopt a stem-loop structure 
which presents a self complementary sequence in the loop. This 
autocomplementary sequence is usually GCGCGC, as in Lai isolate, 
or sometimes GUGCAC (Mal isolate) and is generally flanked by one 
3' and two 5' adenosines. It has been shown that in vitro HIV-1 dimer 
formation was initiated by the annealing of the autocomplementary 
sequence via a loop-loop interaction between the two RNA 
molecules resulting in the formation of an unstable loop-loop 
complex at 37°C (21). This intermediary complex is converted at 
55°C, or at lower temperatures in the presence of the NCp7 protein, 
into a more stable dimer involving all the stem-loop nucleotides in 
intermolecular interaction which is called the extended dimer (21 
,25-27). In vivo, the mechanism by which the dimer structure is 
formed has not yet been established even if it is currently thought to 
arise as mature virion assembles. The assembly of the genomic RNA 
molecules in the dimer is not a spontaneous process and involves 
active participation of some virion components during or shortly 
after release of the mature particles from the cell (28, 29). In the 
same way, based on in vitro experiments, the conversion of the loop-
loop complex, after recognition by the nucleocapsid protein, into the 
extended dimer has been proposed (30) to mimic the dimeric RNA 
maturation which occurs in vivo. 
 
The structure of a loop-loop complex, corresponding to a model of 
the dimerization initiation complex of HIV-1 genomic RNA has been 
recently proposed from two dimensional nuclear magnetic 
resonance (NMR) spectroscopy (31). This model provides 
information to help in the understanding of the mechanical 
distortions that partially melt both of the stems within this 
metastable loop-loop initiation complex and may facilitate the 
spontaneous refolding of the extended dimer. Using this model, two 
structural features are especially important to explain the relative 
thermostability of the loop-loop complex compared to the extended 
dimer. Mujeeb et al. (31) point out that the kissing-loop is 
characterized by a fully underwound loop helix together with a triple 
base stack in which an adenine is stacked between an adenine and a 
cytosine of the opposite strand. Such a feature induces mechanical 
strain which leads to breakage of the G-C base pair at the junction of 
the stem and of the loop. 
 
It was therefore of interest to study the evolution of this unusual 
structure as the extended dimer is formed. We present here a NMR 
study of the stable extended dimer which has been formed from a 
chemically synthesized 23 nucleotides RNA fragment, a part of the 
35 nucleotide SLI sequence. This study details a complete structure 
determination of the extended dimer which is then compared to that 
which has been proposed for the loop-loop initiation complex (31), in 
order for us to assess the role of the adenosine residues flanking the 
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autocomplementary GCGCGC sequence in the stabilization of the 
dimer, together with the structure of the central GCGCGC/GCGCGC 
double stranded motif. 
 
 
Figure 1: Two possible conformations of the self-associated SLI HIV-
Lai 23-mer: the kissing complex (top) and the extended dimer (below). 
 
Materials and Methods 
 
Sample Preparation 
Automated Synthesis (Applied Biosystem 392) of the 23-mer (Figure 
1) was carried out using phosphoramidite chemistry (Perseptive). 
Two l51J.mol columns gave a total yield of 39.9% (average coupling 
yield 95.7%) based on a trityl assay. Deprotection was carried out 
using i) NH3 saturated ethanol at 55°C for 24 hours followed by 24 
hours at room temperature ii) tetrabutylammonium-fluoride/tetrahy-
drofuran for 40 hours at room temperature. The crude product was 
desalted twice on a Sephadex G-10 column, eluting with O.IM then 
0.05M triethylammonium acetate (TEAA). The eluted product, 
detected by UV absorbance at 260nm, was lyophilized then purified 
using preparative HPLC (Nucleosil 300A 5-C18 with O.OIM TEAA-
CH3CN). The DMT-on fraction was detritylated with AcOH 80% and 
fractionated using HPLC with an ion-exchange column (Waters 
DEAE-8HR Protein Pak with IM NaCI-CH3CN gradient in Tris O.IM) 
then a C-18 reverse phase column. The purified oligonucleotide was 
exchanged with a Dowex 50W-X8 Na+ column then lyophilized to 
yield 7.5 mg (5% total yield purified product). The purity (100%) was 
verified with capillary electrophoresis, analytical HPLC and mass 
spectroscopy (ES): 7400mu.  
 
For NMR experiments, in order to remove the paramagnetic 
impurities and the Mg
2+
 ions, the sample was passed through a 
Chelex 100 column. It was dialyzed against a mixture of phosphate 
buffer (10mM, pH 5.7) and EDTA (2mM), then against EDTA (2mM) 
and finally against sterile water. The sample was concentrated by 
lyophilization and then dissolved in 90% H2O/10% D20 or 100% D20 
argon-degassed solutions at a concentration of 2mM. The RNA was 
heated to 90°C and then cooled down slowly to 4°C. Phosphate 
buffer (IOmM, pH 5.7) and NaCI (100 mM) were finally added. 
 
NMR Experiments 
NMR experiments were carried out on a AMX-500 spectrometer 
operating at 11.74 Tesla and processed on a X32 computer. Spectra 
were recorded with 800 and 1024 complex data points in the tl and 
t2 dimensions respectively. All D20 experiments were carried out 
with the carrier frequency set on the HDO resonance, and a sweep 
width of 4505 Hz and 4002 Hz in the F1 and F2 dimensions 
respectively. The residual H2O resonance was irradiated by a weak 
presaturation during 1s. For experiments in H20, a sweep width of 
11112 Hz and 11003 Hz was used in the F1 and F2 dimensions 
respectively and the last /2 jump was replaced by a jump and 
return selective excitation (32) in order to remove the signal of 
water. Two-dimensional data sets for DQF-COSY, E-COSY, TOCSY 
and NOESY were recorded in the States mode. For 2D-spectra 
recorded in water, base line was corrected following the procedure 
described by Marion et al. (33). In D20, six NOESY spectra 
corresponding to 0, 50, 90, 120, 300 and 600ms mixing time were 
collected at 25°C with 32 scans for each t1 value, without removing 
the sample or changing the frequency or gain. The non-selective Tl 
was measured in the range of 1.8s for the H1', 2.0s for the H8/6 and 
2.2s for the H2.  
 
This is due to the fact that in RNA the base and adenine H2 
resonances relax at similar rates as already reported (34). 
Consequently, a delay of 4s was used in order to optimize the signal 
to noise ratio without noticeable difference in the spin-state 
magnetization of the different protons. The t1 data was zero-filled to 
2048 points and processed with a sine 90 phase shifted function. 
This light apodization function does not distort the signal intensities, 
and the resulting peaks have no truncation effects. Correct phasing 
of the data in both dimensions was achieved with great care in order 
to quench the zero-quantum contribution in the cross-peak 
integration. The NOE values were obtained by dividing the volume of 
the cross-peak by the volume of the corresponding diagonal peak 
obtained at Oms mixing time. The cross-peak volumes were 
calculated with integration routines of the UXNMR software 
package. 
 
Results 
 
Spectral Assignment in the Stem Region of SL1 
In general, the observed NOE patterns for the stem region of SLI 
were typical for a right-handed A-type helix. Figure 2 shows the 
NOESY spectra of the 23-mer recorded in H20:D20 (90: 10). The 
correlation between the two sharp resonance peaks at 7.40 and 6.62 
ppm was an interesting starting point (data showed at 25°C in D20 
on Figure 4). They are strongly correlated to the imino resonance 
peaks at 14.53 and 13.17 ppm and were characteristic of H2(A)-
N3H(U) cross-peak in Watson-Crick base pairs. They were assigned 
to H2 of adenines A21 and A22, which are the only adjacent 
adenines in the stem and the corresponding imino protons to the U2 
and U3 resonances. Hence, the imino-imino connectivities allow 
assignment of the imino resonances of the seven base pairs of the 
stem. End-fraying effect precludes the observation of the terminal 
base pair exchangeable resonance CI-023 at l5°C, but this resonance 
peak as well as its connectivities are easily observed at SOC (Figure 
2). It should be pointed out that even thought the 07 imino 
resonance was broader than the central 0 imino resonance, it can 
still be observed. By using these resonances, the corresponding 
amino and H5 resonances of the cytosines are then assigned. 
 
From the H2 resonances of A21 and A22, and taking into account 
that in A-type RNA the H2 proton of an adenine is at about 4-4.5A. 
from the HI' of its 3' flanking nucleotide paired uracil, the HI' 
resonance of the G23 terminal residue was directly assigned (Figure 
3). Consequently, all H8/H6, HI' and H5 resonances were 
sequentially assigned. These assignments were completed by 
running a DQFCOSY and a NOESY spectra at 50ms. The COSY 
spectrum showed a lack of H1'H2' connectivities except for G7, A8, 
A9 and G23, indicating a North-conformation for all the others 
residues. In the 50ms NOESY spectrum, the threshold was adjusted 
in order to observe only the connectivities corresponding to the 
protons whose distance was less than 3.0A. i.e. Hl'-H2' (2.7A.), H8/6 
with the H2' of the adjacent 5' residue (- 2.5A. in A-type helix) and 
H2' -H3' belonging to the same residue in nucleotide with North-
conformation (2.2A.). Then, the assignment of the H8/6 and H1' 
resonances was verified (Figure 3 and 4) and completed by the 
assignment of the H2'. Moreover, the aromatic-aromatic 
connectivities between adjacent residues in the sequence were all 
observed. Other familiar connectivities such as H8/6(i)-H5(i-1) and 
H5(i)-H1'(i) were also observed, additionally supporting the 
assignment. 
Several special features, characteristic of the structure of this 
oligonucleotide, were found. All the nucleotides (C1 to G7 and C17 
to G23) were Watson-Crick paired in the stem. The wobble U6-G 18 
base pair showed strong correlation between the resonance 
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NIH(Gl8) at 10.23 ppm and the resonance N3H(U6) at 11.62 ppm. 
This strong correlation are characteristic of the wobble U -G base 
pair whose the two NH are generally 2.5 Å distant.  
 
 
Figure 2: Portions of the 500-MHz NOESY spectrum for the 23-mer 
dimer in H2O/D2O (90:10) solution at 5°C obtained after a I50ms 
mixing-time. a/ Connectivities between imino protons; b/ 
Connectivities between the imino protons and the amino or the 
aromatic protons. 
 
Usual and Unusual NOEs in the A8-A16 Sequence 
Using similar considerations than for the stem region, an 
unequivocal assignment of the A8-A 16 sequence was obtained. 
Some ambiguities due to overlapped crosspeaks were clarified by 
running NOESY spectra at 10, 20 and 30°C. The NOEs indicated a 
right-type helix for the sequence Gl0-C15. Initially using the H5 
resonance peaks, the assignment of all the cytosine NH2 resonance 
signals were obtained and the paired guanine then assigned. 
 
Several special features were characteristic of the structure of this 
sequence. The observation of continuous base-ribose connectivities 
(Figure 3) simplified the assignment process and provided strong 
evidence that all this macromolecule was structured. The NOESY 
spectra obtained in water showed that the G10, G12 and G14 imino 
protons were connected with the C15, C13 and C11 amino protons, 
indicating a Watson-Crick type base-pairing. We did not observe 
evidence for pairing of the amino protons of the A8, A9 and A16 
adenines. The H2 resonances of A8, A9 and A16 were assigned by 
using their proximities (4-5A.) with their H1' and the HI' of their 3' 
neighbor nucleotide. The strong H2(A9)-H2(A16) and the medium 
H2(A8)-H2(AI6) as well as the weak H2(A8)-H5(C17) and H2(A9)-
H5(C17) connectivities demonstrated the proximities of the 
adenines A8 and A9 with A16 (Figures 3 and 4). Despite the fact that 
A16'is neighbored by two pyrimidines and A8 and A9 are neighbored 
by two purines, in the sequence, the H2(A16) is 0.15-0.31 ppm more 
upfield than H2(A8) or H2(A9). Moreover, we observed a very weak 
H2(A8)-H2(A9) NOE even at 450ms mixing time. Usually the induced 
ring-current effect is more important for purines than for pyrimidines 
(35); we have evidence here of NOE effect between H2 protons of A8 
or A9 and A16 but not between A8 andA9, consequently we conclude 
that A 16 is stacked between A8 and A9. The N1H(G10) showed NOE 
with the H1'(A16). Moreover, the global correlation time computed 
by using the building up of H6-H5 was 6.0ns, in agreement with a 
duplex form of two times 23 nucleotides at 25°C. The H1'-H8/6 and 
H2'H8/6 connectivities indicate that the duplex is under a right A-
helix form, even for the sequence G 10-CIS. Nevertheless, these 
NOEs are described as qualitative data, therefore no conclusions 
can be drawn on the nature of the duplex. 
 
Except for residues G7, A8, A9 and the 3' terminal G23, all 
nucleotides in SL1 adopt canonical C3'-endo sugar pucker. This 
conclusion is based on the absence of measurable J(H I' -H2') on the 
high-resolution DQF-COSY spectra. The measured values for the 
J(Hl'-H2) coupling constant for G7, A8, A9 and G23 were 7.6, 7.5, 7.6 
and 6.4 Hz respectively. Since typical values for C2'-endo 
conformation are greater than 7 Hz, this can reflect a dynamic 
equilibrium between various conformers (36). 
 
A-type Helical Conformation of the Duplex 
A folding topology for SL 1 can be predicted from the observed 
NOEs and the DQF-COSY data. Watson-Crick base-pairing 
interactions, weak intensities of H8/6(i)-Hl'(i), strong intensities 
ofH8/6(i)-H2'(i-l), presence of H2(A)-Hl' crosspeaks and 
predominantly C3' -endo sugar conformations all indicate that the 
duplex, except G7, A8, A9 and G23, has an A-form helix typical of 
RNA. By contrast, no simplifying structural assumption, except for a 
right-helical type, can be made for the adenine A8, A9 and A 16 due 
to their missing pairing. These mismatches resulted in a modified 
rise angle of some nucleotides in order to stabilize the duplex by 
pairing of the central guanines and cytosines. 
 
Structure Determination 
 
Experimental Constraints 
Figure 5 shows a diagram summarizing the intemucleotide network 
observed in the NOESY spectra of the SLI dimer. Since two separate 
resonance peaks were never observed for the same proton in the 
two strands of the duplex in the NMR spectra, the same constraints 
were introduced for the corresponding nucleotides of the two 
strands but the annealing process was never constrained to give a 
symmetrical structure. A total of 482 NOE distance restraints, 266 
dihedral restraints and 108 hydrogen bonding distance restraints 
were used for the structure calculations (Table I). This corresponds 
to 15 experimental constraints per residue. 
 
Two steps were used to translate NOEs into distance. In the first 
step, NOEs obtained at 50, 90 and 120ms were measured by volume 
integration and translated into distances by using the H5-H6 NOE as 
a reference (2.46A). The distances were used with an ±0.5 error bar. 
Then NOE cross-peaks that were seen only at 300ms or longer 
mixing times were put into the group of very weak NOE restrains with 
an assigned inter-proton distance of 4.0 to 7.0A. The intensities of 
cross-peaks involving exchangeable protons depend both on the 
interproton distance and on the rate of exchange with the solvent. 
Following this, the estimation of the intensities of the NOE were 
made by taking into account the line width of the resonance peaks. 
The 150ms and 250ms H2O NOESY data were used to estimate the 
interproton distances involving the exchangeable protons, using 
amino-H2(A) cross-peaks as a reference.  
For these NOEs, conservative upper limits were used corresponding 
to 3.5A (strong), 5A (medium) and 6A (weak). In the second step, a 
back-calculation using the total relaxation matrix was used in order 
to verify the structure by comparison with all existing and absent 
experimental NOEs. 
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Figure 3: Expansion of the aromatic to HI' proton region of the NOESY 
spectrum of the 23-mer dimer in DP at 2s•c obtained after a mixing 
time of 300ms. The green lines show the H2 resonance positions. The 
medium H2(A9)H5(C17) and the weak H2(A16)-H8(A9) connectivities 
are clearly seen. 
 
 
Figure 4: Expansion of the aromatic-aromatic region of the NOESY 
spectrum of the 23-mer dimer in 0 20 at 25°C obtained after a mixing 
time of 300ms. The green lines indicate the H2 resonance positions. 
The H2(A8)-H2(A16) and the H2(A9)-H2(Al6) are clearly seen while 
the H2(A8)-H2(A9) connectivity is showed very weak. 
 
A 3'-endo conformation was assigned to all the ribose rings except 
G7, A8, A9 and G23 based on the absence of HI'-H2' COSY cross-
peaks for these residues, and was achieved by restraining their 
endocyclic torsion angles. The glycosidic torsion angle X was set 
anti for all the residues, because of the lack of strong H8/H6-H1' 
NOE intensities. For the other five backbone dihedral angles, a set of 
loose A-form helix restraints (A-form backbone ±15°) were used to 
constrain the stem residues backbone (C1 to G7 and C17 to G23) 
and the G10-C15 sequence to adopt a right helix conformation 
(37,38). 
 
 
 
Figure 5: Summary of the distance restraints for the sequence C5-
GI2/CI3'-GI9'. The observed inter-strand restraints can be seen 
between the protons of the residues G7, A8 and A9 with C17' or A16'. 
 
 
Table 1: NMR restraints and statistics for the extended dimer. 
*R.m.s.d. Root-mean-square deviation± standard deviation in position 
of heavy atoms compared to the global average structure. 
 
Structure 
It has been shown that the SLI dimer can exist in principle in two 
different conformations: the kissing complex and the extended 
dimer (21, 27). It is not easy, only on the basis of qualitative NOE 
data, to discriminate between the two conformations. Consequently, 
molecular dynamics calculations were done by two methods which 
discriminated the NOE constraints in order to evaluate the global 
conformation of the duplex. The first method fixed a linear duplex 
form i.e. pairing of C1 with G23 of the other strand, pairing of G10 
with C15 of the other strand and so on. The second way fixed a 
kissing complex conformation, i.e. the pairing of C1 with G23 of the 
same strand, the pairing of G10 with C15 of the other strand and so 
on. The choice between the two conformations was made on the 
basis of the NOE energy and more importantly on the number of 
distance violations implicating the residues A8, A9, Al6 and their 
next residues G7, G10, C15 and C17 (Figure 5). 
 
In both ways, one hundred random structures were generated using 
DYANA 1.5 (39). Then these basic starting structures were subjected 
to a simulated annealing-restrained molecular dynamic protocol 
using the X-PLOR program (40) with a force-field consisting of bond 
lengths, bond angles, improper angles, repulsive van der Waals 
potential (single quartic repulsion), experimental distances and 
dihedral angles constraints from the NMR data. The force constants 
were imposed to be 50 Kcal.mol-t.A-2 for NOE distances and 25 
Kcal.moJ
-1
.rad
-2
 for dihedral terms. The electrostatic terms were not 
present during the simulated annealing. Very close non-bonded 
contacts are first removed by 1000 steps of Powell minimization 
(41).  
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Figure 6: Stereoview of the SL1 HIV-1Lai; extended dimer. The 
residues A8, A9 and A16 of the two strands are shown in red. 
 
Initial velocities are assigned according to a Mawxell distribution at 
2000K and all masses are set to uniform values (10 a.u.). Then an 
equilibration period consisted in 1000 steps of 10ps dynamics with a 
time step of 1 fs at 2000K. The first phase of the calculation 
consisted of 1000 steps of dynamical simulated annealing with a 
time step of 1 fs at 2000K. At the beginning of each cycle, the 
various force field terms were increased gradually to their maximum 
values. During the stage 2 of the calculation which consisted of 
1000 steps of dynamics with the same time step, the temperature 
was cooled down to 300K. This protocol was finally followed by 
1000 steps of Powell minimization. At this point, the converged 
structures were selected on the basis of their low NOE violation 
energies and their total energies. Finally the structure convergence 
was examined graphically. 
 
The SL1 Dimer of HIV-1Lai Exists in an Extended Form in Our Sample 
The dynamic molecular calculations for the extended duplex form 
yielded approximately 20 per cent of structures which converged to 
low energies with no significant violations. Whereas all runs trying to 
obtain the kissing complex form yielded 
numerous violations for the sequence involving the A8, A9 and A16 
residues as well as their neighboring residues. We conclude that in 
our sample, the SLI dimer is in an extended configuration. It is 
therefore indicated that the observed NOE between H2-A8/H5-C17, 
H2-A9/H5-C17, H2-A16/H5-C17 were fundamental for the structure 
determination. Although in the NOE spectra (Figure 3), the signals of 
H5-C 17 and H 11 -C 17 are overlapping, however for the dynamic 
calculation it is impossible to restrain H 11 -C 17 to be close to 
adenines A8, A9 and A 16 in both of the possible structures. On the 
other hand, we confirmed from the molecular dynamic calculation, 
using data obtained by NMR, that the H5-C17 is closely adjacent to 
the H2 adenines of the zipper like motif. The 19 lowest energy 
structures were subjected to a simulated annealing-restrained 
molecular dynamics at 1000 K,in which the full van der Waals term 
was introduced. 
 
The global average of the 19 structures is a symmetric homodimer 
(Figure 6) in which both SLI whole stem (C1 to G7 and C17 to G23) 
as well as the G10 to C15 sequence form canonical A-type helix. The 
part containing the unpaired adenines of A8, A9 and Al6 is stabilized 
by a partial stacking of the three bases into a zipper-like 
arrangement (Figure 7). This motif has the effect of unwinding the 
helix, leading to the elongation of the duplex. 
 
The wobble U6-G18 base-pair locally distorts the stem conformation. 
The pairing of NIH with N3H of uracil in the place of N4H2 of 
cytosine in classic WatsonCrick base-pair induces an unusual spatial 
location of the bases and distorts the conformation of the 
phosphodiester backbone. 
 
Discussion 
 
We studied the structure of the extended dimer formed from the SL1 
sequence part of HIV-1Lai; RNA sequence. Below we shall discuss 
the formation of this extended dimer and of the resulting structure 
family. It has already been proposed that the HIV-1 Lai dimerization 
process involves a twostep mechanism (27) operating via a loop-
loop interaction through the autocomplementary nucleotides 
G257CGCGCG262 situated in the loop of the SLI sequence. This 
transient complex is then converted through enhancement of the 
temperature (27) or through the NCp7 nucleocapsid protein (30) to a 
more stable extended dimer. A determination of the kissing complex 
structure has been elucidated (31) and the loop-loop interaction 
confirmed for a slightly different RNA sequence. 
 
The data presented here suggest that, by slowly cooling a chemically 
synthesized short RNA fragments (23nt) corresponding to the SLI 
sequence from HIV-lLai RNA, only an extended dimer is formed. 
Under the same conditions, only a kissing complex has been 
observed with the DIS sequence from HIV-IMal RNA (42).  
 
A comparison of the sequence involved in the formation of the HIV-1 
DISMal dimer with the sequence involved in the formation of the HIV 
TARTAR* complex or in the formation of the RNA I:RNA II complex of 
the ColE1 plasmid, Dardel and coworkers (42) suggests that the size 
of the loop, which is longer in DIS (9nt) than in TAR (6nt) or ColE1 
(7nt), could explain why the symmetrical kissing-complex of DISMal 
is highly favored over the extended dimer. This however does not 
explain our finding which indicates that, in the case of the SLI 
sequence from HIV-lLai RNA which is 9 nt long like the DIS loop 
sequence of HIV-1Mal RNA, the extended dimer is favored. However, 
if both SLI sequences have the same loop size and the same stem 
sequence but a 0-U wobble base pair in HIV-!Mal RNA, the flanking 
nucleotides of the autocomplementary sequence in the loop are 
different: A8, A9 and A16 in SL1 HIV-1 Lai or G8, A9 and A 16 in SL1 
HIV-1Mal. Consequently, it is interesting to examine the influence of 
the substitution of A8 by G8 on the relative stability of the extended 
dimer and of the kissing complex.  
 
In the extended dimer, the three nucleotides A8, A9 and A16 are 
unpaired and should be regarded as a destabilizing component. But, 
we showed here that the conformation of the A8-A9-A16 motif 
corresponds to a zipper like structure which brings the surrounding 
bases closer together allowing a pairing of nucleotide G7 with 
nucleotide C17 in the extended duplex; this base pairing is not 
present in the kissing complex (31). This is in agreement with the 
results of Muriaux et al. (27) which show that the reactivity of the 
kissing-complex and of the extended dimer to  Rnase V1 are 
different. Rnase V1, an enzymatic probe of helical structures, 
induces cuts between residues U253 and G254 (U6 and G7 in the 
present work) in the extended dimer but not in the kissing-complex, 
indicating a more stable structure of the duplex around the 
U253G254-G265C264 helix (U6G7/G18C17 here). The zipper like 
motif implies the partial stacking of the mispaired A8, A9 and A16 
nucleotides. This stacking built around three adenines, that are not 
present in the DIS HIV-1 Mal sequence, should be an important 
stabilization factor in the SL 1 HIV1-Lai RNA extended dimer as 
compared to the loop-loop complex. 
  
Mujeeb et al. (31) showed that the three adenines formed a pair of 
interloop triplebase arrays (A8-A9-C17) and suggested that these 
triple-base stacks are critical for stabilizing the kissing complex. We 
showed here that in the extended duplex, the three adenines A8, A9 
and A16 form another stabilizing motif. These two conformational 
factors bring the importance of the three adenines to light, both in 
the initiation dimer and the extended dimer. It can be elucidated that 
the three adenines are well conserved among HIV-1 isolated (18), 
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and replacing the three adenosines with uridines mean that 
dimerization is abolished in the in vitro situation (17). 
 
 
Figure 7: Superposition of 9 structures for the G7-A8-A9-G10/C15'-
A16'-C17' sequences of the extended dimer. The three adenines form 
a zipper like motif. The G7 and C17' at the end of the stem as well as 
the G10 and the C5' bases at the beginning of the central stem are 
paired. The high propeller-twist value (23°) of the pair G7-Cl7' is due 
to the proximity of the unpaired bases of A8 and A16 which are not 
coplanar. 
 
Kissing complex formation distorted the loop helix and ruptured the 
distal G7-C17 base-pair of end stem (31). Moreover, pairing of G and 
C in the loops occurred between two anti-parallel strands without a 
twist of the helix, while the same sequence forms a A-right helix in 
the dimer. Consequently, the transition between the kissing complex 
and the extended dimer should involve an increase of the stacking of 
G7-C17 and of the bases G10 to C15 in the G10CGCGC15 sequence. 
This conclusion is in agreement with the increase of hypochromicity 
observed by Theilleux-Delalande (43) during the change of 
conformation of the 23-mer dimer of SL 1 HIV-1 Lai between 25 and 
45°C. Taking into account these structural data, we suggest that an 
increase in the degrees of freedom, brought about by an increase in 
the temperature, or the interaction with NCp7, enables the energy 
potential barrier to be passed between the two conformations and 
releases the loop-loop complex of its mechanical energy, which has 
been stored to generate the linear duplex. The structural 
characteristics of the extended dimer presented here and their 
comparison with those of the kissing complex have taken a great 
step forward in the understanding of why linearization is a critical 
step in assembling the mature HIV-1 Lai genomic dimer. 
 
On the basis of mutation effects, chemical probe results and 
modelisation, it has been proposed (44) that the guanine residue 
G273 (G8 here) forms a base triple in the deep groove with the 
purine of the kissing base-pair G277-C276' (G7-C'17) with H-bonds 
linking the Nl and N2 sites ofG273(G8) and the acceptor Hoogsteen 
sites of G276 (G8) in SLI HIV-1Mal· Although no evidence of this 
triple interaction has been observed in an NMR study of the complex 
( 42), the lack of resolution and the low sensitivity for the NH2 'H 
resonance peaks region of adenines, that are close to those of water 
prevents this. We proposed that there are two stabilizing factors 
which favor the extended duplex in SLI HIV-lLai over the kissing 
complex in SL1 HIV-1Mal· Firstly, we suggest that the steric 
hindrance of 06 and N2H2 in guanine as compared to N6H2 and H2 
in adenine respectively, hampers its stacking with the adenines in 
SLI HIV-lMal and lead to a favored loop-loop interaction in the 
equilibrium "kissing complex H extended duplex" in SLI HIV-1Mal. 
Secondly, the absence ofG7-C17 hydrogen bond in SLI HIV-lLai 
precludes the formation of the base-triple interaction and leads to 
the formation of a kissing complex with another structure which 
distorts the helix between the stem and the loop, leading to a less 
stable structure for the kissing complex than for the extended dimer. 
The mechanism driving to the change of conformational state 
induced by temperature effect or by interaction with NCp7 is now 
under investigation in our laboratory. 
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